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Keeping Safe Week 
Rowner Junior School Gosport

‘Eco Warriors’ Helping the Environment 
Grange Junior School Gosport

A Collection of Health and Safety Posters 
The Unaided Work of Year 4 and Year 6 Pupils

The Grant McMillan Trophy

Grant McMillan is a doctor who specialises in health and safety. He 
spent over thirty years in uniform in the Royal Navy, including time in 
training establishments and in search and rescue helicopters. This 
taught him that, while life should not be spent in the safety of a “bubble 
wrap” cocoon, we should always be on the lookout for danger so that 
we can avoid taking needless risks for our own health and safety and 
that of others. He believes that this should not be seen as an optional 
extra or a needless burden and that it is never too early in life to make 
this attention to health and safety an automatic part of our work and 
play — starting at home and in schools and colleges. 

This trophy is dedicated in recognition of Grant’s contribution in the 
field of occupational health and safety, and his commitment to the 
Hampshire Health Safety and Environmental Group.

The Grant McMillan Trophy is to be awarded to entries from Infant, 
Junior, and Primary Schools and Youth Organisations with members in 
the 7 to 11 year age group. The trophy will be awarded on merit to the 
entry which best demonstrates promotion and commitments to safety, 
health, and/or environmental protection through their schoolwork, 
hobbies, or youth group activities.

Previous winners include:

The organisers will accept entries in any form; they may be written; on 
a poster; a DVD; or other electronic means; or a combination of these.



Entries and Adjudication:
Entries will be adjudicated on and will need to demonstrate:

Content, Relevance and Practicality

The ability for the submission to be used or developed by others. 
The adjudicating panel will also take into account the way in which the 
entry is presented.

The panel will consist of persons drawn from industry, commerce, the 
Health and Safety Executive and HHSEG Executive Committee.

Any enquiries regarding the competition should be made to:

Peter Hewick
Telephone: 023 9307 6492 or E-mail: peterhewick@outlookcom

Entries may be submitted at any time before the closing date 
of October 2024. The Awards will be presented at the Group’s 
Conference at The Solent Hotel & Spa Fareham PO15 7AJ in 
October 2024.

Details will be forwarded to Award Winners.

Publicity
Publicity for these Safety Awards will be made on behalf of the 
HHSEG, the participants, and their respective organisations with your 
authorisation and acceptance. This will involve information, including 
photographs set out on the HHSEG website www.hhseg.org.uk, and 
passed to local news media sources.

Persons and/or organisations are requested to indicate their preference:

Publicity:   Yes    No 



Entry form for 2024 submissions

Youth Organisations or Infant Junior Primary Schools submissions only

Title of entry:

Brief summary: (Full description of submission, including any proposed or possible Health, Safety or 
Environmental applications or benefits to be included on separate sheet)

Is the submission a team or personal effort:

Name all members of the team where relevant:

Name of School/Youth Organisation:

Name of Form Teacher/Youth Leader:

Name of Head Teacher/Organisation Leader:

Contact telephone number:

Signed:

Print Name:

Date:

Entries must be submitted by October 2024 to: 
Lesley Stewart (Membership Secretary)
16 Fushia Close, Havant, Hants  PO9 2FR
Telephone: 07922 521472
Email: lesley.stewart@hhseg.org.uk


